Barack Obama – the World’s Most Treacherous, Powerful Jihadist and His Role in Current Events According to Bible Prophecy

Since he took over as President of the US, I have been trying to make sense of Barack Hussein Obama’s seemingly contradictory, incoherent attitudes, policies and actions impacting Muslim Terrorists everywhere, particularly in the Middle East.

First, a few months after he took office in 2009, Obama made a speech in Cairo in which he made it clear that he considered America and the Islamic world perfectly compatible in every way (which implied the mutual goals with Islam of the destruction of Israel and non-Islamic America).

Then, he proceeded to support the Sunni Muslims (particularly the anti-Israel, anti-America, terror-fomenting Muslim Brotherhood) in the Arab Spring uprisings of 2011 in their overthrow of the secular governments of Tunisia, Libya and Egypt and the insurrection in Syria. Then, while out of one side of his mouth condemning Islamic terrorism, specifically that of Al Qaeda, after the American embassy in Benghazi, Libya, was attacked and Ambassador Chris Stevens was tortured and murdered, Obama refused to implicate the terrorists primarily involved in the attack, jihadists of Ansar Al Sharia – an al Qaeda affiliate.

Earlier, in 2009, the newly-elected President Obama had some of the Al Qaeda leaders who had been imprisoned in Iraq, including one of the most notoriously ruthless and cruel terrorists, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, released from prison. Al-Baghdadi then started an offshoot of al Qaeda called the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) which was so extremely cruel in its terrorist activities that even al Qaeda wanted nothing to do with it. However, al-Baghdadi received significant indirect help in building ISIS from the US, who provided arms and training in Jordan and apparently in Turkey for Islamists who ended up joining ISIS. Then, against the advice of many top advisors, including his predecessor George W. Bush and the former commanding general of the multi-national force in Iraq, David Petraeus, Obama removed the U.S. military from Iraq at the end of 2011, leaving a vacuum that was later filled by ISIS. And after that, Obama’s veiled support of ISIS was confirmed in several ways: 1) He refused to take any action at all against ISIS for months after that heinous organization started committing its atrocities in Iraq and Syria, blaming his deplorable complaisance on faulty intelligence gathering. 2) After finally agreeing to arm and train “moderate” rebels to fight ISIS, most of those troops went over to the much better equipped, trained and mercilessly fanatical ISIS,
taking their US-supplied weapons with them. 3) After Obama ordered airstrikes against ISIS, those airstrikes were so infrequent and carried out against such inconsequential targets as to be virtually ineffective in deterring ISIS.

Meanwhile, what has been Obama’s stance toward Israel? From the time he took the oath of office in 2009, it has been one of two-faced treachery and deceit. His contempt for Israel’s Prime Minister Benyamin Netanyahu is obvious to anyone with their eyes even partially opened. And from the day he took office, Obama has made it clear that his top priority regarding Israel is a two-state solution, granting a large chunk of that tiny nation to the Palestinians, which would virtually divide Israel in half, making it indefensible. Also, rather than supporting Israel in decisively defending itself against its enemies (e.g., Hamas), who are constantly carrying out terrorist attacks on Israelis and shooting their rockets into Israel, Obama has consistently pressured Netanyahu into using restraint, negotiation and ceasefires, which have never been honored for very long by the terrorists. And now, after years of assuring Israel that America “has your back” in preventing Iran, Israel’s most fanatical, malicious enemy, from developing nuclear weapons, the Obama administration has done a complete about-face in joining Russia and China (plus Great Britain, France and Germany), in negotiating a nuclear treaty with Iran, according to which, in exchange for removing present sanctions against Iran, that nation would agree to stop its development of weapons-grade uranium.

What!? After years of supporting Israel in its stand against Iran and its supporters and after years of supporting Sunni Islam in its conquest of the Middle East, Barack Obama is now joining Russia and China in offering to remove economic sanctions against Iran if the leaders of that Shiite nation will agree to stop developing nuclear weapons capability? Such an accord, if reached, would free up billions of dollars to flow into Iran’s coffers. However, unless the nations negotiating with Iran make tremendous concessions virtually allowing Iran to continue to develop nuclear weapons, agreement will probably not be reached, because the leaders of Iran are fanatical enough to believe that they are destined to destroy their enemies, whether those enemies cooperate or not, and set up a global Shiite caliphate. Also, there is current evidence that Iran does not need to sign the nuclear treaty to develop nuclear weapons of mass destruction, because those weapons have already been outsourced to North Korea and are being stored there until requisitioned by Iran. Third, the US is already cooperating with Iran in its bid to take over the Middle East by sending troops and advisors to help the Iranian troops fight against ISIS (another seemingly inconsistent, contradictory action by the Obama administration).
On the other hand, America is helping Egypt and Saudi Arabia to stop Iran from coming in and facilitating a Shiite takeover of Yemen and to control the Bab al-Mandab Strait, which is the critically important southern entrance from the Indian Ocean to the Red Sea, the Gulf of Suez and the Suez Canal. Obviously, although Obama is attempting to help Iran acquire nuclear weapons and fight ISIS, he is stopping short of aiding that nation in gaining control of the oil-shipping route from the Persian Gulf states to Europe and North America and the Sunni-controlled nations of the Middle East and North Africa.

So again, what!? The Barack Obama administration continues to flip-flop in a seemingly contradictory, incoherent manner between supporting the Sunni Muslims, the Sunni-led nations, and Israel on one hand and Shiite-led Iran (which is supported by Russia, China and North Korea) – the most mortal, outspoken enemies of both Israel and the USA – on the other hand. Obama would seem to be either a confused, incompetent fool, a madman or a brilliant strategist. This watchman is opting for the latter.

Until recently, I could make no sense of the President’s vacillations. But, after listening to a “Breaking News” update by the Israeli historian and politician Avi Lipkin (find it on YouTube), I now understand. Lipkin explains that Obama, who is basically a Sunni Muslim sympathizer, supporter and probably a stealth Sunni jihadist himself, is setting Israel and Shiite Iran up for mutual destruction. By facilitating the acquisition of nuclear weapons by Iran, Israel will be forced to take pre-emptive action against Iran. And, in Obama’s diabolical mind, the two nations will destroy each other, leaving China and Russia without a foothold in the Middle East and Obama’s America and the Sunni-led nations in control of the Middle East and, ultimately, the world. In other words, Obama’s ultimate goal, as megalomaniac as it may seem, is to become the King of the World.

But, to do that, he must first become King of what is now called the United States of America. So, he must transform the USA into a Sunni Muslim nation – modern Babylon the Great. And, he is well on the way, in fact, right on the verge of doing that, isn’t he?

Now, before you get your feathers ruffled, please consider the facts.

Numerous Muslims hold high government positions and are advisors to President Obama, Hillary Clinton and other government officials. Barack Obama’s brother Malik, who was the best man at Barack’s wedding and with whom the President sometimes meets in private, is a questionable character indeed. Although he is a US resident, Malik works for the genocidal government of Sudan as Executive Secretary of the Islamic Da’wa
Organization (IDO) (an extension of the Sudanese government). He is also the architect of the worldwide investments of the Muslim Brotherhood. Plus, his US fundraising organization, which had not been paying taxes for years, was illegally granted retroactive 501c(3) tax-exempt status in 2011.

Obama refers to America as “post-Christian” and is very critical of Christianity, but will say nothing negative about Islam. He refers to terrorist attacks in the US, like the Fort Hood massacre, as “workplace violence.” Islam is taught, in many subtle and not-so-subtle ways, in America’s public schools and universities, and prayer rooms are provided for Islamic students, but teaching the tenets of Christianity, carrying a Bible or even private, Christian prayer or worship in the public schools are not allowed. In America, criticizing Mohammed or Islam will elicit negative reactions much faster than criticizing Christianity. There are cities in the USA, like Dearborn, Michigan, and St. Paul, Minnesota, that are governed, to a large extent, by Sharia law and where non-Muslims are openly persecuted.

Border patrol agents’ hands are being tied from preventing thousands of illegal immigrants from flooding across the southern border of the US. And President Obama continues to push amnesty and to use tax dollars to provide social services for those immigrants while, at the same time, bleeding American tax payers more and more to pay for their own health care (Obamacare) and other government-funded services and programs. Many thousands of “refugees” from Syria and other Middle Eastern countries are also immigrating into the US and being supported here with much better services and housing than are even disabled veterans of the US armed forces. Muslim Mosques are being built in the US at a much faster rate than the places of worship of any other religion. And, in a floundering economy in which millions of American citizens, including over 60% of college graduates, cannot find work in the fields in which they are trained or educated, immigrants are grabbing up most of the unskilled labor jobs.

Also, there are over 25 terrorist training camps inside the US and an ISIS training camp, in league with the Juarez Drug Cartel, located just eight miles south of the US border.

Finally, there is growing concern that increasing government monitoring and surveillance of citizens’ communications and activities; militarization of the police; the presence of foreign troops (primarily Russian and Chinese) on American soil; the unprecedented Jade Helm military domestic control exercises; mysterious, unannounced, sudden Walmart closings in the Jade Helm operation area; over 800 FEMA detention camps ready to be used; the economy teetering on the brink of collapse; and Presidential executive
orders in place could result in the declaration of a national state of emergency and martial law at any time.

So, is it really that much of a stretch, the way things are going, to see the United States of America transformed into an Obama-led Islamic state in the very near future? In fact, with all of America’s economic, military and political power, plus its natural resources (The US is presently the number-one oil-producing nation in the world), at his disposal, is it not just as feasible to see Barack Hussein Obama as the seventh king – the ruler of Babylon the Great – the precursor of the eighth king who is the “beast” (“Antichrist”) of Bible prophecy (cf. Revelation 17:10-11)? Obama certainly manifests the basic characteristics (the arrogance, the deceitfulness, the hostility toward the people of Yahuah ["God"], the blasphemy, the charismatic presence) of the coming “prince” of this world – the incarnation of the king of Babylon – doesn’t he (cf. Isaiah 14:4; Daniel 9:26)?

Are you ready for the end of America as a sovereign nation? The only adequate response to the coming holocaust is to cast our crowns before the true King of kings and to trust Him for the salvation of our souls, even if our bodies perish.

For documentation and Scriptural support for the above scenario, please access the commentary on Revelation chapters 13, 17 and 18 and the essays “Who is Modern Babylon” and “The End of America May Be at Hand” at RevelationUnderstoodCommentary.com.

Also recommended is the interview with Walid Shoebat entitled “Yes Obama is a Terrorist” at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-KxMsDTgfj0.